
BLDN 29501-25 25 ft cut 14/3 + ground

BLDN 29501-50 50 ft cut 14/3 + ground

BLDN 29501-100 100 ft cut 14/3 + ground

BLDN 29502-25 25 ft cut 12/3 + ground

BLDN 29502-50 50 ft cut 12/3 + ground

BLDN 29502-100 100 ft cut 12/3 + ground

BLDN 29503-25 25 ft cut 10/3 + ground

BLDN 29503-50 50 ft cut 10/3 + ground

BLDN 29503-100 100 ft cut 10/3 + ground

BLDN 29504-25 25 ft cut 8/3 + ground

BLDN 29504-50 50 ft cut 8/3 + ground

BLDN 29504-100 100 ft cut 8/3 + ground

Variable Frequency Drive 

Cable features XLPW insulated 

circuit conductions, black, 

sunlight and oil resistant PVC 

jacket. Included is a full sized 

insulated green/yellow ground 

wire as well as a full sized 

shielded drain wire for ease of 

termination and installation. 

UL Direct Burial. XHHW-2, RHW-

2 rate circuit conductors. 90C 

Wet/ Dry rating. 

Stock that in four different gauges and in three different pre-cut sizes. All 
cable is three conductor and a ground.

ES&E is now stocking Belden VFD Cable.

800.632.0268 
sales@ese-co.com 
www.ese-co.com

Contact your ES&E Account 
Manager or Customer Service 

Representative to place your order 
today!

Triad Area 
1812 E. Wendover Ave. 
Greensboro, NC 27405 

P: 336.272.4123 • F: 336.274.4632

Triangle Area 
1000 Classic Road 

Apex, NC 27539 
P: 919.363.4800 • F: 919. 363.4818

Eastern N.C. 
147 Red Iron Road 

Rocky Mount, NC 27804 
P: 252.446.0315 • F: 252.446.4607



Belden is the first manufacturer of wire and cable to specfically address the application issue present with VFD 
cables and drives. Belden created the “standard” for VFD cables and continues to innovate in this product area.

Belden VFD cables are designed specfically for variable frequency drives. They are engineered to reliably carry power 
from AC drives to AC motors, effectively handle high-power levels and high voltage spikes, and they are designed to 
be impervious to harsh conditions to avoid downtime due to cable failure.

Features of all cables: Benefits:

XLPE Insulation Provides lower capacitance for extended motor life, reduced likelihood of 
corona discharge, reduced magnitude of standing waves, and increased 
efficiency of power transfer.

PVC Jacket Sunlight and oil resistance: Haloarrest jackets are halogen-free, and 
provide sunlight resistance in LSZH versions.

Ground & Shield System Minimize radiated and conducted noise that can disrupt plant control 
and instrumentation systems.

Classic Foil/Braid Designs •  High-strand conductors ease installation; enable better vibration 
resistance.

•  Full-sized insulated ground allows lower resistance path to ground.
•  Tinned copper conductors to prevent against corrosion.
•  Low capacitance and low impedance of the cables closely.
•  Round configuration for reliable sealing.

Classic Symmetrical Designs •  Available in high-strand conductors in large AWG sizes.
•  Design features a copper tape shield with segmented ground.
•  Smaller OD than the Classic Design with foil/braid.

Classic Designs with Signal Pair •  Overall jackets provide more protection for the integrated signal pair.
•  Easier, lower cost installation than pulling the signal pair seperately.

Currently using… They should be using Belden VFD cable

THHN THHN lacks the shielding and ground needed to protect against radiated 
and conducted noise, which can be especially present in a factory and 
other VFD applications, and interrupt operations.

Shielded Tray Cable Better than THHN, but still lacks an XLPE insulation, which provides a lower 
capacitance, resulting in reduced voltage spikes and corona discharge, 
both of which can permanently damage a motor.

Motor Supply Cable •  Better than Shielded Tray, but still lacks the variety of choices needed for 
each and every application.

•  VFD cable options include foil/braid shielding, sizes from 16AWG 
through 4/0, with options for a signal pair, armor, or LSZH.

Contact your ES&E Account Manager or Customer Service Representative to place your order today!

800.632.0268 | sales@ese-co.com | www.ese-co.com

INNOVATIVE. SUPERIOR. RELIABLE.


